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Movement of the SARS-CoV-2 virus from its historical host 
(likely bats) to humans started a pandemic that has disrupted life 
around the globe. Within the Department of Ecology and Evo-
lutionary Biology, spread of the virus brought in-person courses 
and most research programs to a screeching halt mid-March. 

“But, thanks to the dedication, ingenuity, and determination 
of our faculty, students and staff, within only a few days, classes 
were running again in virtual formats and revised research pro-
grams were taking shape,” said EEB Professor and Chair Patricia 
Wittkopp. “Our work in EEB is more important than ever. Our 
research and education generates new knowledge about the natu-
ral world and trains the next generation of scientists, while also 

increasing the scientific literacy needed for people pursuing other 
career paths to navigate scientific topics in the news.

“Ecology and evolutionary biology are particularly critical right 
now because they can tell us where the SARS-CoV-2 virus came 
from, how it has spread around the world, and how it is expected 
to continue spreading under different conditions. For example, 
studies of biodiversity reveal distributions of species and patho-
gens and where they are most likely to come into contact with 
humans. Samples of this biodiversity carefully stored, cataloged 
and shared by our world-class Herbarium and Museum of Zool-
ogy in the Research Museums Center also let us see how these 

The many facets of COVID-19 research in EEB
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Season’s greetings from Ann Arbor! This is the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biol-
ogy’s 18th edition of Natural Selections, and my first as its new department chair. Taking on this 
role during a pandemic and amid great social unrest has brought many challenges, but it has also 
created opportunities (ok, demands) to reimagine “business as usual.” Faculty, students and staff 
alike have been remarkably creative and resilient meeting one unexpected challenge after another, 
and it has been a great time to reflect on how research in EEB informs our understanding of pan-
demics and disease ecology more broadly, as highlighted in our cover story and profile of gradu-
ate student Giorgia Auteri on page 4. 

I am grateful to my predecessor, Professor Diarmaid Ó Foighil, for his outstanding leadership of 
EEB these last six years, including through the tumultuous early months of the pandemic when 
classes were shifted online and research labs were shut down with little notice. But, change was 
actually a constant during his term as chair, as our two museum units moved into the renovated 
Research Museums Center, the entire department relocated into the new Biological Sciences
Building, and we saw a greater than 50 percent turnover of EEB tenure-track faculty that also 
made us a much more diverse group. 

As part of this faculty turnover, we are excited to welcome four new faculty to EEB in the last year. Dr. André Green, who we’ve 
had the pleasure to work with as a Presidential Postdoctoral Fellow since January 2018, was hired as an assistant professor in 
January 2020. You can learn more about Professor Green and his work on butterfly migration on page 3. Drs. Aimée Classen and 
Nathan Sanders joined us this fall as professors, with Professor Classen also serving as director of the U-M Biological Station 
and Professor Sanders serving as director of the E.S. George Reserve. Profiles more fully introducing them will be in the next 
issue of Natural Selections. Finally, Dr. Carly Nowicki joined us as a new lecturer and has been busy redesigning and teaching 
our foundational Introductory Biology lab course. On the other side of these faculty transitions are the retirements of Professors 
Knute Nadelhoffer and Mark Hunter. 

Professor Nadelhoffer was director of the U-M Biological Station from 2003 to 2020. He transformed the station’s research,
education and outreach, expanding the diversity of courses offered and the diversity of students who participate in those courses. 
His interactions with the indigenous peoples of the Little Traverse Bay area have helped to build and solidify relationships
between UMBS and local Native American communities. Professor Nadelhoffer is a Fellow of AAAS and the Ecological Society 
of America (ESA), recognizing his seminal work in ecosystem ecology. 

Professor Hunter’s many contributions to the U-M and the field of ecology have been recognized with a Distinguished
University Professorship – a top U-M honor. He is a world expert in plant-animal interactions, ecosystem ecology, and population 
dynamics, as recognized by his election as an ESA Fellow and 30+ years of continuous NSF funding. He is a passionate and
effective teacher as well as an outstanding mentor – impacting not only his own students, but also many others in the depart-
ment – particularly as the founding Frontiers Program director. Watch for more on these two notable retirees in website news. 

The EEB alum profile on page 6 features Dr. Ash Zemenick, director and co-creator of Project Biodiversify, which seeks to help 
educators update teaching materials to feature more diverse scientists, enhancing the inclusivity of biology. Increasing inclusivity is 
also a goal within EEB, and our own diversity committee is working on a project called Coloring Science in coordination with 
Ash. As part of this project, EEB graduate students Nia Johnson and Nikesh Dahal have developed PowerPoint slides highlight-
ing research by scientists of color that can easily be incorporated into a variety of biology classes. 

Looking ahead to next semester, nearly all classes will still be taught remotely, and we are planning for our Early Career
Scientists Symposium (Natural History Collections: Drivers of Innovation) to be virtual as well. But, with the first doses of
what appears to be a very effective vaccine for the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19 
administered on campus last week, and thousands more expected to be administered over the 
upcoming weeks and months, I cautiously anticipate that in-person interactions will slowly 
begin to return to normal this spring, and am optimistic that fall 
2021 will look much more like a conventional academic semester. 

In the meantime, I send my best wishes to each of you for a happy 
and healthy holiday season and new year.
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You look up and think you’re just looking at bark. 
But then you see flickers of orange and realize the 
trees are covered with millions of monarchs. A swirl 
of orange is constantly flying around you.

~D. André Green

“
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see monarch, page 11

André Green holds a monarch in an insectary at the Matthaei Botanical Gardens. 
Image credit: Daryl Marshke, Michigan Photography

“There’s this constant hum,
sometimes a whoosh.”

EEB Professor D. André Green describes his experience in the 
central Mexican mountain forests where monarchs overwinter. 
“You look up and think you’re just looking at bark. But then 
you see flickers of orange and realize the trees are covered with 
millions of monarchs. A swirl of orange is constantly flying 
around you.” 

Green joined EEB in 2018 as a University of Michigan 
Presidential Postdoctoral Fellow, a program designed to help 
promote a more diverse academic environment at the 
U-M by encouraging and supporting promising 
scholars with a commitment to diversity. 
EEB is delighted to announce that 
Green became an assistant professor 
in the department in January 2020.

A young André was “absolutely” a sci-
ence nerd. At the age of 9 after attending 
his sister’s 4th grade science fair, his fate 
was sealed and it was torture having to 
wait two years to participate in his own 
fair. Growing up in a small town in rural 
Louisiana, there weren’t role models for 
guidance. But he consulted his sister who 
told him to become a scientist, he should 
go to the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. So, he set his sights on MIT and 
that’s where he earned his undergraduate 
degree in biology, followed by his M.A. 
and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard.

Today, Green studies how complex traits, like migration, 
evolve. In his efforts to better understand how migration 
works, Green gravitated to monarchs as an ideal subject, al-
lowing his research to traverse molecular to evolutionary scales 
and back. “We already know a bit about the natural history 

of monarchs. What if I can start to introduce newer research 
methods to understand how molecules connect to this migra-
tory phenomenon?”

Every fall monarchs – each weighing less than a gram (about 
as much as a pinch of salt) – fly as far as 3,000 miles to reach 
sites in the states of Mexico and Michoacán, where they spend 
the winter clustered on trees. By early spring monarchs stir, 
fall to the ground as mating pairs, and fly forth in large bursts 
for their epic journey north. Over the span of three to four 
months  –  and several generations  –  the monarchs repopulate 
the northern United States and Canada.

faculty feature

But did you know that most monarchs in the world live 
outside North America and don’t migrate? One of the funda-
mental questions Green studies lies in this little known fact of 
monarch demographics. “You’ll find them in different tropical 
regions and island systems,” said Green. “Because they’re in 
places where milkweed survives year-round, there’s no impetus 
to migrate.” Green is exploring whether these monarchs are 
genetically incapable of migration, or if they’re just not receiv-
ing the right environmental cues.

Green brought some non-migratory monarchs from Guam 
to his lab in Michigan, where he studies what happens on the 
molecular level when they receive signals thought to prompt 
migration. But, Green explained, there’s still much that is un-
known. “We can manipulate variables like sun and tempera-
ture easily in the lab. And we still haven’t been able to create a 
migrant, which suggests we’re missing something.”

In addition to traveling to Mexico and Guam, Green and 
his students collect monarchs from across Michigan, which 
are housed at the Matthaei Botanical Gardens and used for 
experiments.

Monarch migration mysteries under the microscope
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…my research found that some of the survivors 
have beneficial versions of genes that make them 
less-susceptible to the disease. This means that, 
over time, the bats might be able to be saved from 
extinction by evolution.”
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U-M doctoral student Giorgia Auteri inspects the wing of a healthy big brown bat, one of the species known to be affected by white-nose syndrome. Image credit: Heather Adams

Growing up, EEB graduate student Giorgia Auteri reveled in 
being outside immersed in nature. “I’m a real observer. If you 
spend enough time just watching things, it’s natural to start 
asking questions,” she said. “I was also lucky to have my fam-
ily, and later other scientists, around me who encouraged me. 
I’m always particularly intrigued when I find an area of study 
where people don’t know much yet. That was definitely some-
thing that attracted me to studying bats – there’s so much we 
don’t know about them, especially compared to other animals, 
because it’s hard for us to see or hear them.”

Bats hibernate during the winter so getting to caves means 
driving on icy and sometimes unmaintained roads and hiking 
through snow, sometimes deep enough for snowshoes. Auteri 
is not a fan of cold weather so arriving at the cave entrance is 
always a relief. Sometimes entrances are gated to keep people 
out, but with gaps for bats to fly in and out. A gate can add 
complications like searching for the key and having to melt ice 
off the lock. The researchers remove coats and other clothing 
unnecessary in the warmer cave and leave them outside with 
other gear. They wear Tyvek (a light, waterproof, tough fabric) 
suits to reduce transmitting spores between caves.

The average temperature inside a cave is in the 50s (Fahren-
heit) so the relative warmth feels good on often windy, 

bone-chilling winter days with outdoor temperatures as low 
as negative teens. Sometimes, they wear chest or hip waders 
if they suspect water in the cave. It’s crucial to ensure wad-
ers don't leak to prevent a miserably wet walk back to their 
vehicle.

Descending into some caves requires rappelling with a har-
ness and other equipment to slide down a rope. Once inside, 
the air feels warm and humid and it “smells earthy in a fresh 
way, like wet rocks.” Auteri doesn’t wear glasses, but for those 
who do, lenses instantly fog up. As they get farther from the 
entrance, they’re in pitch blackness without their headlamps. 
At large sites, they split up with partners, at smaller sites, they 

venture out alone or stay in a group. “Everyone talks quietly, 
to try to avoid waking up the bats, and you also try not to 
shine your headlamp on the bats. The heat will wake them up 
from hibernation.” There’s lots of work to do, primarily count-
ing bats that are hanging in stillness from the walls. 
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see bats, page 8

Elusive bats hold clues to aid conservation efforts
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“ I am very optimistic about the department’s future 
under Trisha's leadership – our best days lie ahead!” EEB Professor Diarmaid Ó Foighil
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see chair, page 10

On July 1, 2020, EEB Professor Patricia Wittkopp succeeded 
Professor Diarmaid Ó Foighil as chair. "She has excelled in all 
aspects of being a U-M faculty member and I know that she 
will excel as our new chair,” Ó Foighil said.

“As I see it, our department has many strengths, including 
cutting-edge research programs and scholars that are interna-
tional leaders in their fields, world-class museums, a shared 
dedication to the teaching mission of the university, a long-
standing commitment to enhancing diversity, equity and 
inclusion, talented and dedicated staff members that make all 
of this possible, and perhaps the most engaged and passionate 
graduate and undergraduate students on campus,” Wittkopp, 
Arthur F. Thurnau Professor and the Sally L. Allen Collegiate 
Professor of EEB and Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental 
Biology, wrote in an email to the department in the summer. 

“But it also has some significant challenges. First and foremost 
is making sure that all past, present and future members of 
our community – especially those that are members of groups 
historically underrepresented in science – are welcome, 
supported, heard, and able to do their best work. In addition, 
the unprecedented impact of SARS-CoV-2, including restric-
tions to working spaces, changes in teaching practices, and 
tightening of budgets has also created obstacles that must be 
overcome. Addressing these issues will require all of us working 
together.”

Because she believes that considering diverse perspectives leads 
to the best possible solutions for difficult problems, she spent a 
great deal of ‘chair-time’ in July, August and September talking 
with people about the strengths, weaknesses and opportunities 
they see for the department. “These conversations have gener-
ated new ideas and helped me refine my own thoughts about 
what might benefit the department most.”

Some students and colleagues shared their thoughts on her 
appointment. “Trisha is really good at seeing the nuance in 
situations and really works to understand a variety of per-

spectives,” said EEB Professor Meghan Duffy. “At the same 
time, she is also willing and able to take decisive action when 
needed. That balance is especially important now. We're lucky 
to have her as our new chair!”

EEB Professor Tim James added, “We are extremely fortunate 
to have Dr. Wittkopp step into the role as chair. She is some-
one who clearly respects diverse opinions and tries hard to see 
things from all perspectives. She often thinks outside the box 
but heavily researches all aspects of her academic activities. I 
have enjoyed serving on committees with her and look 
forward to the next three years with her as chair.” James is 
curator of fungi, Lewis E. Wehmeyer and Elaine Prince 
Wehmeyer Professor in the Taxonomy of Fungi and director, 
U-M EEB Frontiers Master's Program.

John David Curlis is an EEB graduate student who served as 
a graduate student instructor for Wittkopp, took one of her 
courses and has her on his committee. "Trisha is one of those 
rare individuals who can do 50 things at once and be amazing 
at all of them,” Curlis said. “I will never not be impressed by 
her ability to teach such a varied set of courses, provide advice 
and mentorship related to both research and professional 
development, and serve as a strong advocate for both graduate 
and undergraduate students, all the while still being able to 
consistently produce high-quality research. I cannot think of 
anyone who could be considered more well-suited for all the 
tasks that come with being the chair of EEB, and I cannot 
wait to see what she has in store for the department."

Jill Myers, a 2020 EEB graduate student alumnus, currently a 
research lab specialist in the Biodiversity Lab, said, “Honestly, 
I was nervous for what would happen after Diarmaid left the 
position. He was a great leader, and it's a tough time to go 
through change. When I learned that Trisha had accepted 
the department chair position, and thus that departmental 
leadership would remain in compassionate, collaborative and 
conscientious hands, I literally felt lighter! 

“I felt such relief knowing that Trisha would lead our depart-
ment because I know her to be not only a great leader but 

new chair

The Wittkopp family – Trisha and Keith with children, Morgan and Jacob 
"As I step into this new role, I will personally be searching for ways to 
provide efficient and impactful leadership for the department while also 
continuing to support my lab members, my research program, my family and 
myself. My hope is to find some ways to help all of us with this juggling act."
Image credit: Julie Morrison Photography

Changing of the EEB chairs: Wittkopp assumes leadership role



Ash Zemenick on an adventure with Cosmo. Image credit: Marshall McMunn
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Science is stronger when you are fully you. Follow 
the joy you have when you are doing science.”“
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 “I was really lucky to be exposed to the outdoors growing up 
and became passionate about conservation and restoration at 
an early age,” recalled Ash Zemenick, who graduated from the 
University of Michigan in 2011 with a bachelor’s of science in 
ecology and evolutionary biology. “I also love science. What 
I didn’t know until taking intro bio at U of M was that the 
two of those could combine in an academically rigorous and 
stimulating field - ecology! Once I found out it existed, I was 
hooked. I was so excited to learn about the major and that 
people could become ecologists that I declared my major dur-
ing my first year.” Zemenick went on to earn a doctorate from 
the University of California at Davis.

Zemenick is a community ecologist who likes thinking about 
ecological networks, community assembly, plants, insects and 
microbes.  “Exploring and understanding the interconnected-
ness of life on earth is what gets my science juices flowing.  
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I am endlessly fascinated by the diverse natural histories of 
organisms that inhabit earth, and have a special fondness for 
peering into the tiny world of insects.” More recently, they 
have shifted their efforts and research to focus on diversity, 
equity and inclusion in biology. 
 

Zemenick began an innovative and ground-breaking joint 
postdoc for Michigan State University (plant biology) and 
Auburn University (biological sciences) in October 2020. The 
National Science Foundation is funding Zemenick’s study of 
the impact of diversity and humanizing role models (by shar-
ing challenges they’ve overcome and experiences outside of 

science, for example) on student learning and development of 
science identity in university introductory biology courses.
 

Their postdoctoral project seeks to gain a clearer understanding 
of what strategies improve interest, engagement and retention 
of students from underrepresented groups (in terms of gender, 
race/ethnicity or abilities) in science, technology, engineering 
and math (STEM). Researchers will investigate to what extent 

belonging to an underrepresented group impacts their inclu-
sion or treatment in classroom materials and achievement of 
the students in those groups (e.g., class grades), and more.
 

Zemenick is the director and co-creator of Project Biodiversify. 
They shared the poignant and somewhat ironic inspiration 
behind launching Project Biodiversify. “Even though diversity 
is a core concept in biology, science and biological argu-
ments have been used to disenfranchise people with different 
backgrounds and identities – reducing the diversity of people 
science serves or who can do science. This is because biology 
helps inform what is considered natural or unnatural, normal 
or pathologized in humans. Unfortunately, this means that 
science and biology has been (and in some cases still is) weap-
onized to disenfranchise and marginalize people with particu-
lar backgrounds and identities – like BIPOC, women, and 
people in the LGBTQIA+ community.” (BIPOC stands for 
Black, Indigenous and People of Color;  LGBTQIA+ stands 
for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer or questioning, 
intersex and asexual).
 

The role models, language, definitions and examples most 
often used in introductory biology courses are inaccurate, 
outdated and not inclusive to many students. Zemenick and 
cofounder, Marjorie Weber, assistant professor of plant biol-
ogy at MSU were inspired to launch Project Biodiversify to 
begin to amend inequities and inaccuracies by helping educa-
tors update teaching materials featuring diverse role models 
and methods to make biology more inclusive.  

Here’s some encouraging feedback Zemenick received from 
Project Biodiversify workshops on inclusive and accurate ways 
to teach sex- and gender-realted topics in biology (a workshop 
co-organized by Drs. Alex Webster and Sarah Jones): 
 

“Students who attended the seminar had a range of positive 
responses from first-time realizations that sex and gender 
are not strictly binary to appreciation that instructors at 
our institution are learning how to make their courses more 
inclusive. Ash and the team did an amazing job shifting the 
perspective of our community over the course of a single day. 
The resources they have made available to us will help guide us 
in the process of making ‘second-order’ change to our institu-
tion’s curriculum that will have lasting impacts on generations 
of students.”

see inclusive, page 10

Zemenick seeks to make biology more inclusive

https://projectbiodiversify.org/
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COVID-19 from page 1

distributions have changed over time. Phylogenetic tools 
developed by evolutionary biologists allow us to use genetic 
variation among strains of the virus to understand its history 
and distinguish new introductions from community transmis-
sion. And models of disease ecology integrate factors such as 
infectivity, resistance and lethality of the virus to predict its 
prevalence under different scenarios. In these testing times, we 
are proud that EEB continues this research that is urgent and 
essential to the well-being of all of us.”

Professor Tim James’ research provides a great example of 
how our quest to understand ecology and evolution helps 
us understand how pandemics arise and emerge. He studies 
(often in collaboration with others) a disease of amphibians 
called chytridiomycosis (chytrid for short), a major contribu-
tor to declines of frog species and even extinctions. “I find a 
lot of interesting parallels between the current COVID-19 
pandemic and the panzootic (note different term used for 
animal diseases) of amphibian chytrid that I study. Firstly, 
genetic methods, such as DNA sequencing are vital for tracing 
the origins of both diseases. This is not an academic exercise. 
Knowing where a disease came from and routes of transmis-
sion are vital for predicting future spread and implementing 
best practices to curb spread.
 

“In the case of chytrid, the genetic data also point to an Asian 
origin. Unlike the SARS-CoV-2, there is no indication of a 
host jump triggering the epidemic, instead the genetics point 
to the origin of a deadly strain, which then spread across the 
globe. Also like SARS-CoV2, we have super spreaders and 
mostly asymptomatic carriers. The real problem of the frog 
disease is that there are susceptible species that are infected 
from other species for which the disease is not a problem. In 
some cases, those carrier species have been trafficked for the 
pet trade and frog leg trade. This is where modifications to re-
duce global transport of live frogs is informed by the science.

“Studying frog diseases is very complicated, and we are now 
pursuing how recombination may have influenced the emer-
gence of this deadly strain. Sometimes I envy the virologists 
who leverage rapid evolution and small simple genomes. Our 
fungal pathogen has a much more complicated genome which 
is shrouded in two to four copies of every gene. Frogs also are 
really poor patients. They never say anything about how they 
are feeling, and then suddenly they ‘croak’!”

Research in the lab of Professor Meghan Duffy also focuses 
on the ecology and evolution of infectious diseases. “We use 
Daphnia fleas – tiny shrimp-like creatures that are common in 
lakes – as a model system, with a goal of understanding gener-
ally why disease outbreaks begin, why they end, and why they 
have the impacts they do,” Duffy said.

Recently, research in the Duffy Lab has focused particularly on 
how global change will influence the likelihood and severity 
of disease outbreaks, and on multihost-multipathogen interac-
tions. “Most pathogens – including most emerging infectious 
diseases in humans, including COVID-19 – can infect mul-
tiple hosts, but how they move between hosts, and the trad-
eoffs they face in doing so still remain unclear. One question 

we are studying is why some pathogens seem to have a very 
hard time jumping to novel hosts, whereas close relatives seem 
to do so easily. We are also exploring how pathogens interact 
with one another, both within hosts and at the population and 
community levels. Does an outbreak of one pathogen make 
an outbreak of a second more or less likely? And what within-
host processes drive those outcomes?

“Finally, we also continue to focus on how being embedded in 
a larger food web influences a focal host-parasite interaction. 
Our research has shown that host diet, the presence of com-
petitors, and the presence of predators all can have strong im-
pacts on whether and when a disease outbreak begins, as well 
as on the effects of infection on host individuals and popula-
tions. For all of this work, we embrace the complexity that is 
out there in the real world – it makes things more challenging 
to study, but it’s an essential driver of the dynamics, and often 
ends up leading us down very interesting paths!”

“The root cause of the COVID-19 pandemic is a misunder-
standing of our planet’s biodiversity and our effects on altering 
natural habitat,” said Cody Thompson, collection manager of 
mammals in the U-M Museum of Zoology. “As a result, the 
response to an emerging zoonotic disease is oftentimes reac-
tionary, and the basic biology of the pathogen and host species 
is limited. For example, the wild host for SARS-CoV-2 re-
mains unknown. Natural history collections have the potential 
to play a critical role in pathogen discovery and mitigation. By 
integrating vouchering practices into host-pathogen research, 
as well as screening existing voucher specimens and associated 
tissue in museum collections, microbiologists can develop a 
proactive approach to pandemic preparedness.

“In addition, the integration of natural history collections into 
host-pathogen research leverages a network of data scientists 
and biodiversity scientists with immense knowledge of bioin-
formatics and host species biology, respectively. To facilitate 
this integration, my colleagues and I are working to develop 
a community of practice among natural history museums lo-
cated across the world that connects with existing One Health 
infrastructure.” One Health is a collaborative, multisectoral 
and transdisciplinary approach that seeks to achieve the best 
possible health and well-being outcomes taking into consid-
eration the interconnections between people, animals, plants 
and their shared environment. One Health is active on local, 
regional, national and global scales.

Much of the work in the E3 (Engineered and Experimental 
Evolution) Lab of Professor Luis Zaman focuses on host-
parasite coevolution both computationally using populations 
of self-replicating computer programs (similar to computer 
viruses), and experimentally in the lab with bacteria and their 
viruses (bacteriophage).

Zaman, who teaches Ecology and Evolution of Infectious Dis-
eases, couldn’t find the kind of computer simulator he wanted 
for his students, so he developed his own. His simulator can 
help them develop an intuitive ability to understand biological 
patterns, is simple enough to run on a web browser and
see COVID-19, page 9
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bats from page 4

(The Count from Sesame Street may have missed his calling.) 
They also collect samples, swabbing cave walls with large cot-
ton swabs to learn more about the cave environment.

These excursions are part of routine surveys for the state to 
census bat populations. Recently, this information has been 
important for people trying to understand declines of bats 
due to the wildlife disease white-nose syndrome, a disease that 
Auteri is trying to better understand. They record the number 
and which species (if distinguishable depending on how far 
away or high they are) of bats are in each area. Sometimes bats 
“hang out” alone, often in small clusters. Different species will 
cluster together, although some species prefer solitude.
 

Inside the cave (or, more often, mines in northern Michigan), 
time seems to pass at a different pace. Without easy access 
to a clock or cell phone, Auteri is often surprised to exit into 
darkness, sometimes realizing that it’s 10 hours later instead 
of only a couple. For smaller caves or mines, they sometimes 
visit several in a single day. The caves and mines are spacious 
enough for people to walk around. Bats prefer the safety of 
larger spaces that allow them distance from predators while 
in their vulnerable hibernating state. “I have actually gotten 
claustrophobic once before in a cave, but it was when I was 
helping map part of an unexplored stretch of cave, not doing 
bat surveys.”

Exiting the cave, it's a shock to strip off the Tyvek suits and 
put on their frigid coats. Suits are put into trash bags to pre-
vent the spread of spores and anything that wasn’t covered is 
decontaminated after leaving the site to kill white-nose fungus 
spores.

During these excursions, Auteri collected DNA samples from 
dead bats, which typically died from white nose syndrome, 

to compare to DNA from surviving bats. The disease was 
introduced to North America by humans, and disrupts bats’ 
natural hibernation cycle. At high latitudes, bats have no other 
option but to hibernate to survive the winter, however they 
are potentially very susceptible to diseases during this time. 
Broadly, Auteri is interested in how animals at high latitudes 
cope with human changes to their environment. The disease 
was incredibly harmful to bat populations, with over 90 per-
cent of bats dying in some areas.

“However, my research found that some of the survivors have 
beneficial versions of genes that make them less-susceptible 
to the disease,” Auteri said. “This means that, over time, the 
bats might be able to be saved from extinction by evolution.” 
These remarkable findings were reported in her first authored 
paper in Scientific Reports, “Decimated little brown bats show 
potential for adaptive change,” coauthored with her advisor, 
Professor L. Lacey Knowles.

“How species are responding to current changes in their 
environment is an opportunity for us to see evolution at work. 
This knowledge can also help us protect species by adding 
information that allows us to assess their conservation risk.” 
Using genetics to inform species conservation efforts can 
increase the likelihood of success, as well as facilitate effective 
allocation of limited resources, such as time and money, al-
lotted to conservation. For example, genetics can identify the 
population(s) of conservation priority. Conservation genetics 
can also inform the tempo and pace of conservation efforts, 
and identify conservation problems before they become imme-
diately apparent in other ways. “The genetics of bats suffering 
from white-nose syndrome can potentially be used to inform 
these conservation outcomes.”

Right now, Auteri said that when most people hear about 
her work with bats, they think about coronavirus. “It’s ironic 

Hibernating little brown bats inside an abandoned copper mine in Michigan's Upper Peninsula. Image credit: John DePue.
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flexible enough to introduce variables that could influence 
how a virus might spread. When COVID-19 became a pan-
demic, he was looking for ways he could help. It was then he 
realized his simulator could be adapted for use by the general 
public, who were suddenly faced with making countless, high-
stakes decisions about a novel situation.

Zaman’s simulator allows users to change variables that reflect 
specific situations – like hanging out with friends, living in an 
apartment complex, going to the grocery store – and watch 
the way their decisions influence how the infection spreads 
over time. It opens with a square that represents a location 
filled with people as purple dots. As different scenarios play 
out, the dots move around randomly with variable speed and 
frequency. As the dots bump into each other, some of their 
borders change color/status from black (susceptible) to orange 
(exposed) to red (infected) to green (recovered).

The simulator does not predict how COVID-19 specifically 
might spread, but it is designed to provide a visual under-
standing of basic disease dynamics. “We can model these 
little balls bouncing around the world and think about how 
a pathogen might spread through a population,” said Zaman. 
“This helps people intuit how their actions can influence the 
spread of a disease.”

Other research in EEB contributes to understanding the 
ecology and evolution of infectious diseases in other ways. 
For example, Professor Aaron King develops computational 
models of disease transmission and uses them to study past 
and present disease outbreaks. Professor Lacey Knowles and 
Ph.D. student Giorgia Auteri study the spread of white-nose 
syndrome, the result of a contagious fungal infection reducing 
bat populations. Professor Nyeema Harris studies interactions 
between carnivores and their parasites in natural populations, 
whereas Professors Melissa Duhaime and Vincent Denef study 
viral and microbial ecology in other systems. 

Because many pathogens, especially viruses, replicate quickly, 
they also evolve quickly, making an understanding of evo-
lutionary biology and the tools used to study it essential for 
tracking and mitigating disease outbreaks. In EEB, Professor 
Stephen Smith’s research focuses on developing phylogenetic 
tools used to infer evolutionary relationships based on genetic 
sequences. Researchers, including Professors Diarmaid Ó 
Foighil, Christopher Dick, Yin-Long Qiu, Daniel Rabosky, 
and Alison Davis Rabosky, typically use phylogenetic meth-
ods to infer the evolutionary history of plants, animals and 
microbes, but during the current pandemic, they have also 
played a critical role in figuring out when and where the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus was introduced into the United States 
and how it has spread within and among populations. This 
information can be discerned from the genetic sequence of 
the virus because genetic changes known as mutations arise 
spontaneously and are passed from one generation to the 
next. Understanding how genetic variation arises and spreads 
over time under different conditions are components of the 
research programs led by Professors Jianzhi Zhang, Alexey 
Kondrashov, Patricia Wittkopp and Regina Baucom. 

As demonstrated here, the interconnectedness of life on Earth 
is underscored by the study of EEB in its vast forms and itera-
tions. The knowledge and understanding that we gain in these 
areas will help us to understand, prepare for and respond to 
biological challenges such as the pandemic caused by SARS-
CoV-2 and beyond. 

EEB research with direct or indirect connections to the pan-
demic is broad and many others in the department engage in  
research in this realm. 

because I’m focused on a disease (white nose syndrome) that 
people essentially gave bats, not the other way around.” To 
clarify, humans don’t suffer from white-nose syndrome, but 
they introduced a harmful pathogen to a new range of bats.
 

In their natural habitat, bats are incredibly beneficial and an 
important part of the ecosystem. Where Auteri works in the 
northern United States, bats exclusively eat insects, including 
crop pests (beetles and moths) and mosquitos. “It’s important 
to protect our bats, and my research helps us better assess the 
risk for one species, the little brown bat, that was the most 
common bat in the eastern U.S. before the disease.”

Auteri won the 2020 Outstanding Graduate Student Pa-
per Award for the paper noted above. Not surprisingly, her 
research has received widespread media attention. Auteri won 
two awards for presentations at the annual meetings of the 
North American Society for Bat Research and the Midwest 
Bat Working Group in 2019. She has been an active graduate 
student member on department committees, including for 

the Early Career Scientist Symposium and as president of the 
Graduate Researchers in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology 
(GREEBs) in 2019.

After graduation, she plans to continue her research on how 
species respond to their (often changing) environment. For 
fun, Auteri takes care of an extreme number of houseplants, 
climbs rocks, and reads, mostly fantasy and science fiction. 
“Hands-down my most re-read book is Douglas Adam's 
‘Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy.’ It has me in stitches every 
time. Another of his books is ‘The Long Dark Tea-time of the 
Soul,’ which I've long thought someone should name a cave or 
cave passage after.”

Inasmuch as the mystique of bats hampers conservation efforts 
to benefit them, Auteri is playing a key role in peeling back 
the veil between us and these incredible creatures. 

Read more about Giorgia Auteri on EEB’s website

COVID-19 from page 7

https://infectiousmatter.com/
https://lsa.umich.edu/eeb/people/graduate-students/gauteri.html
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a great person. She truly cares about her students, mentees, 
colleagues and community, and invests incredible time and 
creativity in serving them.”

Here’s a little history about the new chair: Wittkopp is a 
biologist working at the interface of developmental, evolution-
ary and computational biology. She earned her B.S. from the 
University of Michigan in 1997, studying interactions among 
genes; her Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin in 2002, 
studying the evolution of development; and was a Damon 
Runyon Cancer Research Foundation postdoctoral fellow 
at Cornell University studying how gene expression evolves. 
In 2005, she returned to her alma mater, the University of 
Michigan, as an assistant professor. She has a joint appoint-
ment with Molecular, Cellular, and Developmental Biology, 
and is affiliated with the Center for Computational Medicine 
and Bioinformatics, Center for Statistical Genetics, and the 
Program in the Biomedical Sciences.

In collaboration with members of her laboratory, Wittkopp 
studies the genetic basis of trait differences within and be-
tween species, with an emphasis on the regulation of gene 
expression. Both fruit flies and baker’s yeast are used as model 
systems in this work, integrating methods from molecular and 
developmental biology, population and quantitative genet-
ics, and genomics and bioinformatics. Wittkopp was named 
a “Scientist to Watch” by The Scientist magazine, an Alfred P. 
Sloan Research Fellow, a March of Dimes Starter Scholar, a 
recipient of the Society for the Study of Molecular Biology’s 
Margaret Dayhoff Mid-Career Award, a Guggenheim Fellow, 

and most recently, received the Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel Re-
search Award from the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.

Wittkopp is also a passionate teacher and mentor whose 
efforts have been recognized by multiple awards at U-M 
including the highest faculty teaching honor, an Arthur F.  
Thurnau Professorship, Sally L. Allen Collegiate Professorship, 
Elizabeth Caroline Crosby Award, John Dewey Award, Faculty 
Recognition Award, Work/Life Champion Award for Super-
visors, Excellence in Education Award and she was invited 
to speak at the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts 
Honors Program graduation ceremony.

She has served as a member of education committees for the 
Genetics Society of America and the Pan-American Society for 
Evolutionary Developmental Biology and was a member of 
a National Science Foundation funded REBUILD program, 
working to improve undergraduate STEM education at U-M. 
Currently, she serves as a senior editor at the journal eLife and 
associate editor at the journals Molecular Biology and Evolution 
and GENETICS. She has presented her research in more than 
150 invited talks in 18 different countries.

Ó Foighil added, “I am very optimistic about the department’s 
future under Trisha's leadership – our best days lie ahead!”

Read more about Wittkopp in previous EEB web news Wittkopp’s trifecta of 
awards and Wittkopp named Sally L. Allen Collegiate Professor of EEB and 
MCDB and in EEB’s three Thurnau Professors demonstrate commitment to 
undergrad teaching, from the fall 2017 issue of Natural Selections

Zemenick loves working with people who are excited and 
dedicated to work on a problem together. They love working 
with teams whose members share values and goals but bring 
different backgrounds and strengths to the table. “ Education 
is a passion and priority for me,” Zemenick said. “I find inspi-
ration and purpose in engaging others to consider the world 
from various perspectives.”
 

The University of Michigan Department of Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology Department’s JEDI (Justice, Equity, 
Diversity and Inclusion) committee recently teamed up with 
Zemenick and Project Biodiversify on a grant JEDI members 
acquired called Coloring Science. EEB graduate students 
Nikesh Dahal and Nia Johnson developed a collection of 
PowerPoint slides, each highlighting the work of a scientist of 
color (with plans to broaden their scope to other underrepre-
sented groups) related to key concepts taught in target biology 
classes. These are available for faculty and graduate student 
instructors to add to lectures.
 

Zemenick’s inspiring and thought-provoking message for 
young people interested in the sciences is: “Science is stronger 
when you are fully you. Follow the joy you have when you are 
doing science. You’ll have to make sacrifices for sure, but don’t 
let it take over you or your life. And remember that there are 
so many ways to be a scientist and stay involved with science.”

 “I didn’t know that I could be a scientist, ecologist, feminist, 
or a person interested in politics before my time at Michigan. 
I have grown so much as a person, community member and 
thinker since being involved in and welcomed into the EEB 
community, even as an undergrad student. I’d specifically like 
to thank the professors who allowed me to work alongside 
them and their graduate students. They treated me as the 
independent thinker and team member that I am – which 
is unfortunately rare for undergraduates to experience. So, 
THANK YOU to John Vandermeer, Ivette Perfecto, Tim 
James and Inés Ibáñez and their labs – your impact on my life 
has been immeasurable.”
 

Outside of academia, Zemenick loves to bake tasty muffins, 
go on adventures with their dog, Cosmo, attempt to fathom 
spacetime, and play outside. Their absolute favorite fun and 
relaxing adventures involve climbing and mountain biking – 
especially climbing. “I love that it feels like playing, that it can 
be a puzzle, that it can be social or solo. Being forced to be 
fully present to finish a climb (or attempt to finish one) and to 
be surprised about what my body can (and sometimes cannot) 
do is very grounding to me.”

With scientists and educators like Zemenick making their 
mark in the world, it appears that there’s much to be optimis-
tic about.

chair from page 5

inclusive from page 6

https://lsa.umich.edu/eeb/news-events/all-news/search-news/wittkopp-s-trifecta-of-awards.html
https://lsa.umich.edu/eeb/news-events/all-news/search-news/wittkopp-s-trifecta-of-awards.html
https://lsa.umich.edu/eeb/news-events/all-news/search-news/wittkopp-named-sally-l--allen-collegiate-professor-of-eeb-and-mc.html
https://lsa.umich.edu/eeb/news-events/all-news/search-news/wittkopp-named-sally-l--allen-collegiate-professor-of-eeb-and-mc.html
https://lsa.umich.edu/content/dam/eeb-assets/eeb-documents/NatSel-Fall2017.pdf
https://lsa.umich.edu/content/dam/eeb-assets/eeb-documents/NatSel-Fall2017.pdf
https://projectbiodiversify.org/materials/
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Green’s research combines these practices from evolutionary 
biology and ecology with techniques from his molecular 
background. This includes lab work  –  measuring gene expres-
sion and RNA sequencing, or transcriptomics –  and a hefty 
computational component to code large data sets. 

 

“We tend to pursue biology in silos,” he explained. 
“You can study entire populations on global scales 
or you can study biophysics or biochemistry. I love 
the idea of connecting these segments.” He believes 
that opportunities exist –  with the monarch and with 

other insects, animals and plants –  that allow for a more 
integrative and holistic approach to research. “We have 

the tools and opportunity to start to bridge different levels 
of biological organization and present that as a model for how 
we think life works.” 

In another project aiming to sleuth out the mysteries behind 
monarch migration, Green is collaborating with a team from 
the College of Engineering to design microsensors that will be 
placed onto individual monarchs without disrupting their life 
cycles or flights. The microsensors are attached in Michigan 
and collect data as the butterflies travel to Mexico. Though the 
complexity of the project poses tremendous difficulty, Green 
is optimistic. “What we can potentially learn by having a lens 
that combines my background with an engineer’s expertise 
would be amazing.” 

In Mexico, days before the COVID-19 shutdown, a team of 
engineers and biologists, including Green, rode on horseback 
into the heart of a popular overwintering site for monarch 
butterflies to conduct preliminary tests on their newest itera-
tion of the Michigan Micro Mote (M3). The project, sup-
ported in part by National Geographic, hopes to aid wildlife 
conservation efforts by shedding light on butterfly migration 
and habitat conditions.

The M3 is a fully energy-autonomous computing system that 
acts as a smart sensing system and can be configured for a 
wide variety of applications. For this project, the M3 will be 
glued to the back of individual monarch butterflies to track 
and monitor environmental conditions – specifically light and 
temperature and eventually air pressure – they encounter dur-
ing migration.

The sensors have to be hardy enough to survive the long 
trip, as well as any inclement weather along the way, but 
light enough so they don’t disrupt the behavior or harm 
the butterflies. This iteration of the M3 is the lightest 

yet, weighing about 50 milligrams, which is 10 times lighter 
than the lightest tracking devices to date.

In addition to tracking an individual monarch’s entire journey, 
this marks the first time conservationists will see how day-to-
day environmental conditions impact the butterfly’s behavior.

“We’ll be able to see what types of habitats they actually spend 
their time in,” Green said. “That will help inform where we 
should focus efforts for conservation activity.”
Monarchs are particularly important for 

monarch from page 3

conservation, for they act as a sentinel species. 
Since monarchs travel to many different 
locations, they show us how the collective 
impact of human activities affect the wellbeing 
of an entire population.

Green will teach BIO 305 (Genetics) in fall 2021. 
“I’m pretty excited for this, as I think it is a particu-
larly interesting time to teach this material (with 
COVID, racial (in)justice, and lots else currently 
at the fore of public conversation,” he wrote.

Green sees students as the most important and 
rewarding part of his profession. “Perhaps a 
pinnacle of achievement to date was receiv-
ing an email from a former undergraduate 
student who worked with me. He wrote 
that while walking through the park, 
he found himself interacting with his 
surroundings differently, ‘thinking very 
much like an evolutionary biologist’ and 
observing things he may not have before 
noted. His message made me especially 
proud to be in academia and have impact 
in this particular way.”

Green is pretty excited to have recently 
moved into his place in Detroit. “I look 
forward to our post-COVID reality when I 
can get back to work on becoming an actual 
Detroiter (which requires spending time with 
people!)”

Green chose to work with well-loved monarchs 
intentionally to serve as a role model to help engage 
and inspire young people. “I am very interested in us-
ing the work to integrate urban places like Detroit and 
rural settings, places like my hometown of Opelousas, 
Louisiana. We can definitely do a better job of increas-
ing the diversity of people who participate,” he said. 
“Let’s bring this to schools ... in inner city Detroit. Why 
can’t we encourage spending time outside and looking 
for butterflies? Monarchs are absolutely there. I relish 
the idea of taking on that role and introducing 
students to these types of environments because 
it’s important.” 

With information and excerpts from articles written by Anna  
Megdell, The College of Literature, Science, and the Arts 
Rewriting the monarch story

Jim Erickson, Michigan News Monarch butterflies rely on 
temperature-sensitive internal timer while overwintering

Hayley Hanway, Electrical and Computer Engineering Track-
ing monarch butterfly migration with the world’s smallest 
computer 

Mike Wood, Michigan News Beyond the Headlines podcast 

https://lsa.umich.edu/lsa/news-events/all-news/search-news/rewriting-the-monarch-story.html
https://news.umich.edu/monarch-butterflies-rely-on-temperature-sensitive-internal-timer-while-overwintering/
https://news.umich.edu/monarch-butterflies-rely-on-temperature-sensitive-internal-timer-while-overwintering/
https://ece.engin.umich.edu/stories/tracking-monarch-butterfly-migration-with-the-worlds-smallest-computer
https://ece.engin.umich.edu/stories/tracking-monarch-butterfly-migration-with-the-worlds-smallest-computer
https://ece.engin.umich.edu/stories/tracking-monarch-butterfly-migration-with-the-worlds-smallest-computer
https://news.umich.edu/michigan-news-podcast-beyond-the-headlines/


Curlis and a parliament of owls swoop in for the lead:

1st
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The 12th annual EEB Photographer at Large Contest is 
held in fond memory of David Bay, the self-described 
“photographer at large” for EEB and its predecessor 
departments for 34 years. It’s been over 10 years since 
Bay’s too early passing at the age of 60 in February 2009. 
The 2020 contest is underway. 

Read more in EEB web news and see a web album with
all photo entries

1st place:  
“A family of camouflage,” Island Park, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
by John David Curlis. Graduate student John David Curlis, 
who was on the prowl for owls with camera in tow when 
this parliament serendipitously peeked from their arboreal 
nest.

2nd place: “Spring aurora borealis on Douglas 
Lake," 
University of Michigan Biological Station, 
Pellston, Michigan by John Den Uyl.

3rd place: “Winter snack,” Sierra Baguales, 
Patagonia
by Rumaan Malhotra.

Honorable mention: “No! I have 
acrophobia,” Sabah, Malaysia 
by Siliang Song.

Honorable mention: “Bold and brash,” San 
Luis de Monteverde, Costa Rica by John 
David Curlis.

Honorable mention: “Frozen fish 
on a cold morning," Cache la 
Poudre River, Colorado by Wil-
liam Weaver.
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